Standards for
Employee Assistance Programs
Part II: Professional Guidelines

The Appendix to Standards
Part II

The Professional Guidelines expands upon and
update the original Standards adopted by EAPA in
1990. The Professional Guidelines is designed to
incorporate the Standards and add practicalguidelines
for the development, implementation, maintenance
and evaluation ofan employee assistance program. It
is also usefulfor those starting an employee assistance
program to identify key components of an effective
program.

Examples of policies,forms and much more —all in
compliance with the Standards —serve as a guide to
be modified to the needs of your work organization.
Arranged in aloose-leafformat,theAppendixprovides
valuable samples on core functions of EAP activity,
such as:
EAP Data Elemenfs

In addition to providing the Standards, and the
rationale behind the Standards, the Professional
Guidelines include essential and recommended
components on how to comply with the Standards.
Examples of how other EAPs comply with the
Professional Guidelines are also included.

Intake Forms

Policy Statements

Release of Information/Consent
to Disclose Forms
Supervisory Referral Form
Sample Position Descriptions

$20 Each, Members; $30 Each, Nonmembers
Check, Money Order, Visa, MasterCard, American Express
Write, Call or Fax
2101 Wilson Boulevard • Suite 500 •Arlington, VA 2201
F~PA, Inc.
Facsimile: (703)522-4585
Telephone:(703)522-6272

The Glossary to FAPA Standards II: Professional Guidelines
Defines terms in Standards 11

Defines terms common to EAPs

Promotes standardization for EAP field
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FROM SHE C.O.O.

EAPA's Financial Position: Reserves and Budget
by Michael L. Benjamin
Chief Operating Officer
This is the second oftwo articles on
EAPA's financial position.
Ithough the fiscal history and
analysesofourfinancial position
have been presented on other
occasions, there continues to be an
element of misunderstanding as to our
fiscal condition. This, to a large extent,
resu Its from — or at least is exacerbated
by—how some ofour membership use
technical terms such as "deficits,"
"reserves" and "bankruptcy."
It is important that — as we make
resource allocation decisions and
address budgetary priorities for the
balance of this fiscal year and the
forthcoming one — we are consistent
in our use of terms. With that in mind,
would like to tackle some technical
terms that mean very different things
to managers,to financial professionals
and to others.
There are two fundamental
accounting concepts that should be
understood:
• debits = credits;
and, in classifying these,
• assets (debits) = liabilities (credits)
and owner equity.
In associations such as EAPA,equity
is called "fund balance." An

organization'sfundbalance isnormally
acreditreflectingthe netaccumulation
ofthe excess of revenues(credits)over
expenses (debits). The balance sheet
(or statement of financial position) of
an organization reflects the
composition of assets and I iabi I ities as
well as the organization's
capitalization in financial terms(who
"owns" the assets).
There have been various uses ofthe
word "reserves" in discussions of our
finances. Accountants use the term to
reflect the balance sheet recognition
of a potential liability, obligation or
reduction in the value of an asset(e.g.,
we use the term in discussing the
potential liability for CEAP reexaminations). Thetechnical usedoes
not imply that a specific asset
EAPA EXCHANGE
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correspondstothe obligation — merely
that the obligation is recognized.
A more "popular" usage of the term
"reserve" reflects the concept of saving
or putting aside of funds not needed for
day-to-day operations against potential
or unforeseen contingencies ("rainy
days"). The decision to do so is an
internal decision and,assuch,presumes
that the organization's net worth is
adequate to support that decision. The
Association made such a decision to
establish an investment account using
assets that were not needed on a longterm basis for day-to-day operations. In
1991,the investmentaccountamounted
to $548,855, which is approximately
equal to our equity of $395,317 plus
$121,338 that was the estimate of the
potential liability for CEAPs entitled to
re-certify through free re-examination.
The difference between the balance in
the investment account and the
Association's equity and the reserve for
future re-testing essentially reflectsfunds
not immediately needed to meet
operating needs.
From the financial statements
presented in the January issue of the
Exchange, you can see that the equity
that had been built up(largely overthe
two precedingyears)no longerexisted.
Thus, although there is currently
$591,000 in the investment account,
only $106,000 is truly "reserves" (set
aside for CEAP re-examination).
Between August and October 1993,
the Association used $150,000ofthose
funds to meet operating needs and
then restored the funds to the
investment account. We anticipate
doing this again shortly —with the
same premise that the funds will be
restored to the investment account at
such time as they are not critical to
meet operating needs.
The discussion of reserves, equity
and assets is further complicated by
the fact thatthe nameofthe institution
where our funds are invested is The
Reserve Fund of New York. The
potential misunderstanding is that we
are dipping into our "reserves"(which
do not in fact exist except as noted,

above), as opposed to the funds in our
bank account at the Reserve Fund.
Financial Position and Budget
In his presentation to the Finance
Committee in Anaheim, our
independent auditor, Mr: Tony Riggs,
noted that although EAPA's total assets
are typical of an organization with a $1
million budget, we operate at a $2+
million level. That is, we stretch our
resources beyond what is normal for
associations with our asset size. In
retrospect, perhaps we've been overly
ambitious in trying to meet our goals
and/or overly optimistic in our
expectations concerning revenue
growth.
In adjusting our current year's
budget to accommodate revisions in
our revenue forecast, we have
remained committed to the budgetary
priorities that are reflected in our longrange strategic plan. The adjustments
that have been made reflect the timing
of committing resources to our
priorities, without adjusting the
priorities themselves.
These
adjustments have included freezing
three staff positions. One would have
to go back to 1989 before coming
upon a similar level of staffing (the
budget in 1989 was $1.5 million).
While I remain optimisticthat many

ofthe programs and projects that have
been developing will bear revenues,
do not foresee any major windfalls for
the balance of this fiscal year or next
— nor do I see this Association going
into bankruptcy. Thus, although our
current deficit is not insurmountable,
we have a clearer picture as to what is
possible and we must implement a
program for deficit reduction and
rebuild our equity. The Board of
Directors has stated that a 15 percent
reduction in our deficit is to be a
budgetary priority for 1994-95, even
as we continue to allocate resources
toward our strategic programmatic
goals. The ongoing allocation of
resources and staff to these programs
will be the major concern of the
budgetary deliberations by the Board
of Directors later this month.
~

More moveY won't
so ve our empY
o ees'
e t pro enr~s.
1-lave you ever heard employees say that if they only had Another X20 ~t week they
could solve their money ~u~d debt problems? More money won't solve their problems.
I.eai7ling how to better inu~age their money and credit will.
Consuii~er Credit Coull~eling Service believes t(~e sni~u~est way to handle Cin~ulcial
problems i~ to prevent them.'1'hat'~ wl~y CCCS leas created commonsense workshops
where professional financial coun~elois teach your
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To contact the education department of the
nearest nonprofit,CCCS office,dial 1-800-3~3-2227.
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• Geriatric

2500 Satilla Parkway
Waycross, Georgia 31501
Crisis Line 1-800-362-COPE
(2673)
Business Phone 1-800-382-9873

Stress Cards in a variety of styles, including
"The EAP Card" and "The Economy Stress
Card". We also offer colorful magnetic and
plastic business cards at the lowest prices.
Free Catalog with samples.

PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE

TQM — Savoring Your Successes
by Sandra Turner, CEAP
EAPA President

Devotees

of total quality
management predict that
practitioners adhering to the
principles of this method will
consistently achieve desired outcomes
in their professional, business and/or
personal environments. And many
practitioners are finding this bold
assertion to be absolutely true. It works!
One often-forgotten tenet of this
method isacknowledging...celebrating
. .savoring achievements, making
success the basis of the next cycle of
escalating improvement.
And so it is with volunteer
associations. They too must savor their
success in order to inspire members
towards ever increasing goals.
LeYstake a moment hereto highlight
some of our recent successes, as
recommended byTQM.Briefstatements
will suffice. Details can be provided
through your representatives on the
EAPA Board of Directors.
Membership
For the first time in its history, EAPA
has more than 7,000 members. And,
seven new chapters formed in 1993. At
a time when many associations have
declining enrollments, EAPA is
maintaining its base. The membership
is changing, however, which
necessitates an institutional survey to
profile this new body.
By Laws
After seven yearsofdebate,the Board
of Directors agreed to allow the
individual,voting membersofEAPAthe
opportunity to vote on a proposed
restructure of the Board.
Benefits
An EAP/managed care white paper
has been drafted for approval by the
Board this month. Subsequently, it will
be distributed to purchasers of EAP and
managed behavioral healthcare
programs.
Standards
The Appendix to the Standards
manual has been published. The
4
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Glossary was ready for distribution last
month. An international standards subcommittee was formed to handle
inquiries from around the world about
program standards.
Accreditation
Employee assistance program
accreditation is advancing toward the
distribution of aself-assessment tool in
1994, followed by program
accreditation in 1995.
EAP Consultants
A small business EAP subcommittee
wasformed to addressthe unique issues
of EAP service provision for this rapidly
growing segmentofAmerican busiHess.
Education and Training
"Elements of EAP:A Comprehensive
Overview" debuted in six locations
around the country last year. Six sites
are scheduled for 1994,with additional
sites under consideration.
Ethics
The EACC has implemented its
procedures for handling complaints of
ethical misconduct by CEAPs. EAPA is
completing its protocol for EAPA
members.
Aworkbook and trainingon ethics in
the EAP profession will be ready this
Spring.
Ethnic and Cultural.Concerns
Videotapes on cultural diversity in
the workplace are in production; the
Exchange will let you know when they
are completed for distribution.
Research
A quality research journal continues
to be a value-added benefit of EAPA
membership.
Legislative and Public Policy
This is an arena of great success for
EAPA.The third Annual Legislative and
Public Policy Conference in 1993 drew
twice as many participants as the
previousyear. Didacticand experiential
learning methods combined for a truly
exciting program. The Fourth Annual
Conference,to beheld this month from
March 13 - 15, holds enhanced
significance with its focus on the
healthcare reforms that may well be in
Congressional debate around that time.

Legislative alerts throughoutthe year
have mobilized EAPAs across the
country to address state and federal
policy issues affecting our field of
practice.
The Office of National Drug Control
Policy has accepted EAPA's Model State
EAP B i I I for distribution to al150 states as
a workplace intervention into alcohol/
drug problems.
The U.S. Department of
Transportation's draft regulations for
alcohol testing cites CEAPs as the
substance abuse professionals to
conduct assessments of positive drug
screens.
The State of Tennessee now has
licensure for employee assistance
programs.
Alliances
EAPA has moved beyond its own
constituency to engage with related
professional disciplines, associations
andgovernmental units.Someexamples
include: Society for Human Resources
Management, Commission on the
Accreditation ofRehabilitation Facilities,
National Treatment Consortium,
Behavioral Healthcare Tomorrow,
American Express,Washington Business
Group on Health, Kaiser Permanente of
California, National Mental Health
Association, U.S. National Institute of
Mental Health, etc. With each group
EAPA has ongoing collaboration/
consu Itation on productsand/orservices.
EAP Associations
EAPA continues to move forward in
discussions and collaboration with
EASNA and OPCA.
N Appearances
EAPA partici pated i n the recent press
conference on "The Economics of
Depression". Also, staff presented on
the BBC(London, England)on the topic
ofdrug-testing in the workplace.
California Earthquakes
EAPA mobilized its membership to
reach out to fellow EAPAns in the San
Fernando Valley to offer support,
encouragement, practical assistance,
etc. during their time of crisis.

Exchange Errata
We Know Who, But What?

EAPA has a strong basis from which
to move successfully to the next
generation ofprogramsand membership
services. Many officers and members
can be proud oftheir contribution to the
above-mentioned successes.
As always, I welcome your
comments.

Ruth Ellen Perschbacher, author of "Assessments and Kesource Counseling
for Eldercare: A Dynamic Process," which appeared in the January 1994
edition of the Exchange, is owner of Bristlecone Consulting Company,
Asheville, North Carolina. She teaches EAPs and Human Resource Directors
about resource counseling as it relates to eldercare issues. Perschbacher can
be reached at 704-298-7357.

Model State Drug Laws Omission
The following people who assisted in working with the White House
Commission on Model State Drug Laws were inadvertently deleted from the
list of acknowledgments in the February edition of the Exchange: lim
D'Artenay, San Diego EAPA Chapter President; and Don Dyer, Greater
Oklahoma City EAPA Chapter former President.

CEAP Omissions

3
29
3
29

Laura Squire, LEAP, of Washington and Jill Balagur-Conn, CEAP, of
Pennsylvania,were inadvertentlyomitted from the listings ofCertified Employee
Assistance Professionals which appeared in the Exchange during the months
of August, September and October, 1992. The Exchange regrets the error.
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3
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See page 2>
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What Is Your EAP Bringing to the Table?
By Beverly Foster

Qual~cy management cuttings avere transplanted in companies
throughout America during the 1980s; those planted deep enough
took root. John Maynard, Ph.D., CEAP, provided an EAP
quality audit how-to in the October 1990 edition of the
Exchange. An application ofquality management to
the EAP itself as performed by Motorola, Inc.
was related by Motorola's SheilaMonaghan,
CEAP and Paula Fox, CEAP in the
September 1992 edition. Quality
improvement, anever-ending
~
1
1
a,l
quest, constantly charges each
business to find its own next
~~P
1~
level of excellence. The
employee,no longer simply a
1
a ~p'~"~7
task performer, is central to
v a,.s.~ v v J
~
the search for excellence.
Robert Reich, U.S.
O]~
Secretary of Labor and
~~~
~l ~~
former professor of
OD
~C~
political economy at
Harvard,said, "As every
R Q ~~ ~ ♦
advanced
economy
~--1~,~jO~~
~!~~
becomesglobal,anadon's
,~~ 1
important
most
Be
competitive asset becomes
the skills and cumulative
g
~
learningofits workforce... .
Every factor of production
~-r~ ~
other than work skills can be
~
duplicated anywhere around the
world." Logic would dictate that the
employee assistance professional, as
the person most familiar with the
employee's behavioral health, is a central
player in the company's new or ongoing quality
management program. Exceptfor a relative handful
ofcases, that notion is open to debate — in many cases, by
management arul the EAP.
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Duran suggested a
anvassing EAPs on their role in helping a

common language
of quality that
engineers and
"creative" could.
grasp equally.

company implement TQM is to hear sharply
contrasting opinions. "I've never really

~
~

.~a:~~~"

understood TQM." "Most EAPs haven't even invested in

X~

quality management of their own programs —they have
nothing to bring to the table." "Impossible for external
EAPs.""Possible for externals,butfinancially improbable."
On the other hand:"The skills EAPs possess are the skills
Human Resources needs today." "If the EAP sits around
waiting for someone to tell him or her what to do, there's
not much future for the program." "EAP involvement in
TQM is a real `leading-edge' opportunity." Which belief reflects your own? Which belief is the one which will help
business —and the EAP field — enhance its standing? There's a parallel question to "Should the EAP be part ofTQM
implementation?": "Shouldn't the EAP be part of top management?"

The One-Minute TQM Backgrounder
While quality control dates back to the days of the
guilds, quality management is thought to have had its
genesis through R.A. Fisher, who applied scientific
principles to improve productivity in farming in England

during the first two decades ofthis century. The baton was
next handed in 1924 to Walter A. Shewhart of AT&T
Bell Laboratories, who wrote aone-page memo,including
a drawing of what may have been the first control chart,
suggesting that probability theory could be effectively
applied to the quality control process as a way ofreducing
the number of workers needed to staff quality inspection
departments. Two Shewhart .disciples, W. Edwards
Deming and J. M. Duran, would carry the baton — in
slightly different directions —from there.
Deming's theory ofStatistical Quality Control(SQC)
and Juran's Total Quality Contzol(TQC)found instant
acceptance —nothere, but in a nation historically strong
inself-discipline and in suppressing the individual's needs
in the interest ofthe larger good;;and eager to rebuild itself
following World War II. Deming,whose new philosophy
ofquality had evolved from techniques he and others had
developed for the War Production Board,lectured inJapan
in 1950;Duran in 1954. Japan applied quality to everybody
from managers to clerical staffand as early as 1966,Duran told
a European conference on quality control that"the Japanese
are headed forworld quality leadership andwill attain it in the
next two decades because no one else is moving there at the
same pace." Deming,thought the more humanistic teacher,
believed it is every person's right tofind "joy"in work;he was
especially critical of management by objective and
management by results, which he compared to"driving your
car by looking in the rearview mirror." Duran, who served as

keynote speaker at the EAPA 1991 conference,says that the
three most important items in a quality program are that the
top people be in charge; that the people be trained in how to
manage for quality; and that quality be improved at an
unprecedented, revolutionary pace.
While many quality programs are built on Deming's 14
points, many quality management principles evolved out

of Juran's ideas. Among other gifts, the latter theorist
bequeathed the suggestion for a common language of
quality that engineers and "creative" could grasp equally.
Another American expert of quality, Philip B. Crosby,
held four Absolutes of Quality Management: "the
definition ofquality is conformance to requirements," not
specifications but requirements; "the system of causing
quality is prevention"; "the performance standard for
quality is Zero Defects"; and "the measurement of quality
is the Price ofNonconformance." Knowing management
would immediately ask about cost, Crosby adapted a
nnethod from a fourth quality expert, Armand V.
Feigenbaum, to demonstrate with hard numbers that it
costs more not to produce quality than to produce it. All
four quality experts have taught their principles to
thousands of American companies, with some companies
seeking guidance from all four. Crosby, the youngest of
the four (born 1926), has taught his principles to more
than 1,500 companies, starting with IBM.
The four experts agree that active worker participation
is a key to any program's success. Kees van Ham,of the
European Foundation for Quality Management,says,"Full
participation or involvement ofall employees is one ofthe
nnajor aspects of any successful total quality management
action. Without full participation, you cannot succeed."

isr_~:z«:~~u~a:~»sc«:rv~n~~

The U.S. Fails.the Test
When the U.S. was shaken from its
complacency and smugness in the '70s by less
expensive and well made products from the East,
it grabbed for the hands of Deming and Juran.
However, as Juran said, quality slogans hyped by
TQM
management without integrating quality methods
meant that most U.S. companies "spent much of
the 1980s on a road which led to nowhere." Part of the
problem was the inherent American proclivity toward the
"one-minute" solution, forging ahead with pioneer spirit
without the painstaking planning required and —like
many long-on-optimism, short-on-preparation pioneers
— paying the price later. Without the infrastructure, top
management's quality pledges were "cheerleading instead
of leading." An October 25 1991 Business Week article,
"Where Did They Go Wrong?" pointed out just a few of
the many companies that flopped miserably the first time
around with TQM.
The important point for EAPs is that, 50
years after Deming and Juran's work, and as the
world notes the death oftheformer quality guru,
many businesses' TQM initiatives are still
flopping about like fish out of water...and in the
same danger ofimminent death. One common
complaint is weak employee participation and
reluctance to "buy into" the program —
AmericanQuality Foundation PresidentJoshua
Hammond said his foundation found that "70
percent of American workers are afraid to speak
up with suggestions or to ask for clarification."
During a lecture atGM chronicled by theJanuary
11 1993 edition of Fortune Magazine in"A Day
in the Life of Ed Deming," Deming focused on
fear and anxiety at work. As recently as 1991
and within all the hype about the importance of
employees,Deming noted in a March Washington
Monthly article that"people are entitled to selfesteem. Our system crushes it out."
In a December 1 1992 Wall Street Journal
article, Wisconsin Public Service Manager of
Quality Implementation Randy Johnson said
employee groups named work-family conflict as
a potential obstacle to employee participation
in quality. Corning noted a similar problem.
Fel-Pro, a Skokie, IL autoparts maker, found
that employees who had help solving workfamilyconflicts were more likely to attend quality
meetings and twice as likely to make suggestions.
This was a lesson all had to learn and many
others may yet have to learn.
Other problems include the cynicism of
employees who have endured rounds of layoffs
or view the quality initiative as just one more
smoke'n'mirrors program. As a program moves
into its second or third year, higher level
managers with other immediate bottom-line
8
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W.Edwards Deming's 14 Poi ~ nts
1. Create a constancy of purpose toward improvement of
product and service.
2. Adopt the new philosophy.
3. Cease dependence on inspection to achieve quality.
4. Do not award business on the basis of price tag alone.
Instead, minimize total cost. Move toward asingle supplier
for any one item based on a long-term relationship of
mutual loyalty and trust.
5. Improve constantly and forever every process for planning,
production and service.
6. Introduce training on thejob.
7. Adopt and institute leadership.

nts for Quality Management
8. Drive out fear.
9. Break down barriers between departments.
10. Eliminate slogans, exhortations and targets for the work
objective. Substitute leadership.
11. Eliminate quotas on the factory floor and management by
objectives. Substitute leadership.
12. Remove barriers that rob people ofpride of workmanship.
Eliminate the annual rating or merit system.
13. Institute a vigorous program of education and selfimprovement for everyone.
14• Put everybody in the company to work to accomplish the
transformation.

priorities become sidetracked from TQM. They fail to
"grasp the bigQ,"says Colorado Business,confusingquality
control and quality management and failing to bring the
company's internal customers — employees —into the
picture. Managers and higher level executives also find
themselvesfeeling insecure within the TQM scenario and
are caught up in turf battles, and there is no one to
intervene.
Vigilance in enabling mutual respect and trust between
management and employees must be maintained.duality
or Else: The Revolution inWorld Business(1991,Houghton
Mifflin Company) cites a December 1989, Fortune
magazine article,"The Trust Gap," which reported that
workers didn't trust top management, didn't think
management cared about them or their opinions, and
generally believed that no matter what went wrong, the
workers would take the heat and top management would
get a bonus. "Americans have good reason to believe
that," the authors said. "It's true."
Change is difficult for everyone and has crippled the
majority ofTQM efforts. Quality or Else quotes Reich: "If
you're at the top of the old pyramid, you got to where you
were because you were very good at doing the old kind of
work—you were good at controlling,you were good at being
thefontofall wisdom and daring,you weregood atstrategizing
in terms ofhigh volume,you were good atthinking ofchange
as a more or less linear process in which you could predict the
course of change. If you were in the middle, you were good
at controlling people below you and making sure that
everybody did their job. And if you were at the bottom, you
were good, basically, at doing the same thing over and over
and over."
Nearly all of the above issues can or could be addressed
through the proactive guidance ofEAPs. The customer base
ofthe EAP includes all employees. The EAP,kept informed
ofa company's machinations,is in the ideal position to help
,
keep things on track.
Even successful programs are on the skids, however,
amidst cutbacks by so many companies. But a cutback in
effort means that the skids turn to backsliding. Those
companies can use all the help they can get to get past the
problems.
Having Your Own Act Together
Jim Francek, of King, Chapman, Broussard &
Gallagher, Inc., a New York organizational consultant
firm dealing with organizationalchange,knows"customer
satisfaction is dependent on the service organization
clearly meeting the customer's expectations. Equally
important is the employee'sjob satisfaction that motivates
him or her to meet and exceed those expectations."
However, the EAP really can't tie into business strategy
"unless we have it within our own systems. Many EAPs
sadly lack that. To extend ourselves into the company
withoutfirst understanding it in our own section, we don't
have much to bring to the table."
The first step, says Francek, is applying it to your own
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EAP and TQM: A Good Fit
John Maynard,president of Boulder,Colorado-based
John Maynard and Associates, Inc.,believes that with
EAPssearching tofind areas in which they can be ofvalue,
10
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TQM remains "a real leading-edge opportunity for EAPs
to contribute." He is currently working with Fortune 500
company Johnson &Johnson to draw together EAP,
security, legal, safety and others to evolve policies and
company responses to difficult situations. There is no
effect, says Maynard, but its
formal TQM program
principles are operating and the EAP has established a
quality improvement taskforce.
Derr's view of TQM is that it doesn't necessarily have
to be the formalized and regimented process presented by
so many TQM consultingfirms. "In a number ofcases, you
get committees together and waste millions ofhours,"says
Derr. "What the company needs to do is consider the real
bottom line. Knowing who your customer is and being
empowered to do things. The EAP does need to be able to
deal with people at all levels." However, Derr isn't too
sure it's worth all the organization and planning time and
wonders"who's taking care ofthe clients in the meantime?"
Dan Conti,Ph.D.,Director oftheEAP atFirstNational
Bank of Chicago,admits that"I've never understood how to
take the TQM process as it's currently used in corporate
America and make it fit for the workings of an EAP.
However,I believe that we can extrapolate the spirit of the
movement into clinical services in order to drive
improvement." Conti says by way of example that First
Chicago EAP's own "quality improvement" centers on its
study ofoutcome measurementtodetermine the effectiveness
ofpsychotherapy."Withournewbenefitplanandintegrated
EAP/managed care model, we're interested in much more
than a satisfaction survey that asks`Are you happy with your
provider?' Sophisticated outcome measurement can drive
real quality improvement,that is,treatmenteffectiveness,for
an EAP/managed care system." Conti,whose strong internal
EAP already does some management consulting, believes
nonetheless that the emphasis ofthe EAP should remain bn
clinical issues rather than on management business
consultation, saying, "We need to keep EAPs connected
with the problems of clinical distress. If we get too blurred,
employees will lose sight of EAPs as aquasi-independent
advocate for the betterment of employee health. That's
really our mission, isn't it?"
E.I. du Pont de Nemours sees itself as a microcosm of
America, with the same range of stresses and problems
evidenced in the U.S. population. For that matter, with
47,000ofits 117,000employeesoutside the U.S.,thecompany
might as well see itself as a microcosm of the world.
"DuPont senior management believes the essence of
quality management is awell-performing team that can
concentrate on making `winning business decisions,"'says
Dr. Bruce W.Karrh, DuPont Vice President ofIntegrated
Health Care. "The EAP is viewed as avalue-adding
program to help ensure that employees perform at their
most productive level." More broadly, the EAP provides
a range of services to improve the company overall,
including organizational counseling; the development of
supervisors/managers; critical incident debriefing related
to downsizing and other corporate changes; and
improvement of productivity and safety.
in

work. Understand who your customers are, what
their expectations are,putfeedback systems in place
to know that needsare being met,and know that you
are constantly adjusting to improve quality.
Writer David Ballast, in the May 1991 edition of
Architectural Dtigest submits that understanding the
TQM clients' expectations can be tricky. The focus for
quality, he says, must come from the client's
perspective. The real danger is when the provider has his or
her own idea of excellence; the client's idea might be
completely different.
It's important, Francek says, that the people buying
EAP services really understand what the EAP is and what
it is capable of providing. "Right now, we are fire stations
where people drop off their wounded." Bob Lee, an
Organization Developmentconsultant,says the EAP must
know the differences between the buyer (senior
management) and the user (employee or dependent),
maintaining feedback,systems on both levels. "The other
piece of quality," says Lee, "is involving everyone: any
changes you do must involve the buyer, subordinates,
those supplying information,vendors,providers ofservices
EAPs refer to,etc." Lee acknowledges that external EAPs
have a much harder time of this, because "companies
don't buy the time. Most externals are priced to do
assessment and treatment, maybe training."
Dennis Derr, CEAP, of Mobil Corporation, thinks
EAPs presently have a certain "cockiness" and do not make
enough of an effort to demonstrate their value. While also
noting thatit isfinancially improbable thatthe externalEAP
will be able to ingratiate itself into a central position within
acompany,he says,"Here is where the quality issue comes in.
If you are going to be an external vendor and someone says,
`Just send me reports,' and you accept that as appropriate,
then you're a poor EAP." Quality takes maintenance. "An
EAP is a living, breathing creature. It takes a tremendous
amount of maintenance and ongoing audits. You must be
willing to have peer auditors or reviewers come in to review
your program. To stay up to date, you must keep adding and
changing. You must says to yourself,`Let's keep making this
better.
Derr's words echo Maynard's 1990 article for the
Exchange, in which he says "There is no room for any
function that can't demonstrate its effectiveness and
value." An EAP'sapparent business"is no longer adequate
to assure survival." While believing outcome studies are
important, he wrote "they do not provide the company
with a way of knowing whether costs could be reduced
even more if the EAP were doing something differently,
nor do they provide information on whether clients are
served in a way consistent with the human resource
management values or expectations of the company."

way

The process is not aone-way street. It has meant that
things had been
the EAP itself must "let go" of the
to build an
instead,
working
together
done in the past,
integrated model.
The consultation role of Motorola's EAP continues to
evolve. "The real skills EAPs bring to companies come
from our clinical background of understanding how to
conduct interviews and case manage," says Monaghan.
"This critical technology, which we often underestimate
in our EAPs, will provide an important infrastructure for
HR the next decade.
"We as internal EAPs must understand how HR and
businesses are changing and be part of the team. For
example, HR and EAP are increasingly called upon to
respond to workplace violence.Understanding and sharing
to
basic EAP technologies with HR allow all, of
collaborate and respond more efficiently to all violent and
nonviolent incidents.
"Ifwe choose not to integrate with other areas, we run the
risk ofbeingrelegated to acomer ofthe building where we see
downtrodden employees and, eventually, are dropped in
favorofanexternalvendor. EAPintegrationandcollaboration
with HR is the future. And the future is today."
Eastman Chemical,a 1993 Baldrige Award winner, has
twofull-time and two part-time EA professionals tosee to the
needsof12,OOOEastmanChemicalemployeesatitsKingsport,
Tennessee plant. Ron Stone, Coordinator of Employee
Assistance,believesthe roleoftheEAP program,in existence
for 12 years, has been to "undergird the [TQM] process,"
which began in the mid-1980s."There are stressesand strains
associated with any change;the EAP can help the employee
to interpret this change positively."
Stone believes the EAP's confidentiality allows the
program to learn ofproblems before they are made manifest
in ways that will injure a department and its productivity.
"We can bring these problems in aggregate form to Human
Resources or to the department manager," says Stone,
who notesan absence ofrigid chain-of-command processes
at Eastman Chemical.
While not part ofthe overall implementation ofTQM,
the EAP works with one of the quality teams, Work-Reentry, or return to the workplace. A formalized process of
EAI' notification is not in place; however, the EAP is
usually involved in company processes involving change.
"We recently stopped production of one of our products.
The EAP immediately held coping-with-change
workshops for which attendance was mandatory, on
company time."
Stone is comfortable with the present role the EAP
plays at Eastman Chemical. "Surveys performed by the
company concerning Human Resources services alwaysfind
employee assistance ranked at the top." Stone publicizes his
EAP's own exitsurveys ofclients in the company newspaper.
The EAP also compared attendance records of a group of
clients two years before their entry into the EAP with the
two-year period following their exit from the program and
found absenteeism cut by more than half.
Within Stone's EAP,TQM has caused them to become
us

in
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DuPont recognizes the EAP as a best practice to contain
costs for mental health and substance abuse treatment.
The EAP is organized into four regions in the U.S., each
with a manager who holds additional responsibilities for
regions outside the U.S. There are a total of35 Employee
Assistance Consultants(EACs)in the four regions. The
EAP has just recently begun development of its own
quality improvennent process, and striving to integrate
this into the company's overall TQM process.
Sheila Monaghan, Corporate Director of EAP at
Motorola, has perhaps one of the best perspectives from
which to present the EAP's role in total quality initiatives.
Motorola is a 1988 winner of the Malcolm Baldrige
NationalQuality Award. ItsEAP pursued the developnnent
of a quality initiative within its own organization, which
has contributed to the recognition of EAP skills as a
significant part of the Human Resources team.
"Our EAP took a risk six years ago when we made the
decision to include management and the HR team as part
of our customer base," says Monaghan. This approach
would change the manner in which referrals were made,
involving consultation with the EAP prior to referral.
"That's a different shift," says Monaghan.
"For a time, EAPs operated in a nonintegrated way in
order to have sufficient numbers ofemployees using their
services. But as the profession has grown and developed,
we've been able to move away from referrals that occur
without prior EAP consultation. Now, rather than a
supervisor simply telling employees `Go to the EAP,'
there is a process in place in which the supervisor will call
the EAP to consult on alternative strategies which might
include referral to the EAP. Motorola's management and
HR are able to achieve a much better understanding of
each situation and initiate more effective problem-solving
before the employee arrives at the EAP."
The EAP at Motorola is now in its second phase of
continuous effort for self-improvement: building an
integrated Employee Assistance model,based on a process
map it developed (see September 1992 Exchange). "This
means that HR teams need to develop their own process
maps to interface efficiently in the referral process," says
Monaghan. "When each team understands and
coordinates the process, together we can further increase
our total efficiency."
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more systematic with their team approach to
clients, and has led to each employee assistance
professional's creation of a yearly employee
development plan. "Our key to involvement is,
`Do I add value to it? If not, I need to spend my
time doing something else'."
Mobil'sEAP is so integrated into management,
TQM
says Derr,the"Benefits group discusses items with
the EAP staff. If a division will downsize, management
will often talk with the EAP about the potential effect of
the downsizing. We always try to be in the circle of
communication," he continues, believing it's the
responsibility ofthe EAP,"if you're good at what you do,"
to raise issues. "A good EAP can act as the corporate
conscience. EAPs have a responsibility to point out what
isn't right. Ifmanagementsays it needs to cutservices,and
employees need services, it's up to the EAP to identify and
coordinate a program that meets both needs."
Ifthe EAP perceives and refers to itselfas an ambulance
corps, it's not a visible part of the company. Inherent in
the EAP service, says Derr, is to make the EAP visible to
the organization. Tkiis can be particularly true of the
externalEAP."Thefact that they are separate or`invisible'
to the organization means they won't be around long,
especially once the `godfather,'the person who believes in
the EAP, isn't around any more."
David J. Reedy,Jr., CEAP,has seen it from both sides
now. He made the move from Wang Laboratories(Lowell,
Massachusetts) to AT&T Network Systems during the
spring of 1993 and has seen a world of difference in each
company's approach to TQM and the EAP. Wang was a
classic case ofa company's failure to substantially "buy into"
TQM,due tonarrowvision. With the deathofDr.Wang,the
company was looking fora "cure" to the ills of the company
and thus conceptually bought into TQM but failed to
philosophically adopt the undergirding ofTQM; EAP was
given support in many arenas within the company but with
a "drain" of talent leaving the company,Reedy felt that the
management was only interested in lip service to many
services within the Health Services and Human Resources
community. Taken in a broader perspective, the entire
company was riddled with mediocre initiatives.
Tremendousdownsizing—from32,000to6,000worldwide
— was accompanied by employee flight, and many of the
proponents ofTQM left the company. TQM,never really
"bought into" by top management despite a literal purchase
of thousands of dollars in TQM consultation services,
paralleled an internalEAPwhoseimportance to thecompany
was downsized through a series reporting shifts, until both
were rendered ineffectual. Wang now purchases its EAP
services externally, and the external EAP has an uphill
perception campaign it must mount.
Reedy,meantime,arrived at AT&Tjust as that company
experienced its own downsizing, but at AT&T he found a
"stupendouslysensitive"approach. Reedyandothermembers
of the EAP were integral in the rolling out of the program.
"The,EAP was right there in front," relates Reedy, and able
to pt~ovide great help to displaced employees and maintain
12
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the loyalty and support of remaining employees. Reedy
believes the EAP should be a central part of a company's
TQM initiative and believes this is happening at AT&T,
where the EAP works. with the company's performance
management,an outgrowth ofTQM.
AT&T's Jo Ann Kotchkowski, Manager, Benefits/
Health Promotion, is a valued member of Jacksonville,
Florida-based AT&T Universal Card Services(UCS),
a 1992 Baldrige award-winner. Begun in 1990,Universal
Card wasfounded using quality principlesfrom the Baldrige
process model with the corporate goal being to "delight
the customer." UCS reports that it leads the credit card
industry in such areas as speed and accuracy ofapplication
processing and customer satisfaction. Human Resource
development and management was a key parC in UCS'
success and in its Malcolm Baldrige Award.
"Orientation to our Associate Assistance Program
(AAP) begins right at employee orientation," says
Kotchkowski, who oversees the efforts of three EAP
counselors."We let them know that no issue is too big or
too small, and that we are here to address their concerns
and serve as a resource." As part of a human resources
team thatalso includes Benefits,a Fitness Center,Wellness
Programs and Medical, the AAP administers to 2,700
AT&T associates in several locations. She reports
tremendous support from the CEO on down. The AAP
runs several focus groups per month to monitor ongoing
activities and to help determine new programs which may
need to be developed.
"What we feel the best about is that it's so open," says
Kotchkowski. "Coming to the AAP is no different from
going to Claims or Medical." The AAP providescounseling,
team building training, support groups, supervisor training,
grief counseling, and chronic disease counseling. "Because
changeseemsinherentin business today,"she continues,"we
also offer series of classes on stress, as well as other wellness
The Malcolm Baldrige program, named for a popular
Secretary of Commerce, was established by Congress in 1987
and is run by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology, an agency of the Commerce Department. Two
hundred and thirty examiners,senior examiners and judges are
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Malcolm Baldrige Nation
Applicants. must address seven examination categories:
1. Leadership. The senior executives' success in creating
and sustaining a quality culture.
2. Information and Analysis. The effectiveness of
information collection and analysis for quality
improvement and planning.
3. Strategic Quality Planning. The effectiveness ofsystems
and processes for assuring the quality of products and
services.
4. Human Resource Development and Management. The
success of efforts to realize the full potential of the work
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courses which can be taken during lunch or before and after

increasingly involved in management support services.

work, as families are also invited to attend. We provide
videotapes of the courses for associates to take home. And,
because UCS is a 24-hour-a-day,365-day-a-year enterprise,
ourservices are also available around theclock." Kotchkowski
attributes the openness to the fact that at UCS,EAPs are not
"behind closed doors." "We're all over," she says. "Just as
taking care of our customers is vital to business, Associate
delight is just as important."

We see ourselves in survival mode —right now,. says
Cowan, who has observed the trend of disappearing
external EAPs as they are driven out of business or
absorbed into managed care companies:
Smaller companies,says Cowan,"may have an interest
in TQM, but not the resources. They also want to see
some immediate results. Our strategy will be to help them
change the way they dobusiness — incrementally,so they
can experience success at each step."
In this first stage of Workers Assistance Program's
work,Cowan has designated one ofhis internal staffas the
company's Quality Assurance person. Susan Wilger,
Workers Assistance Program's Director of Program
Planning and Analysis,continues training in TQM which
will help her company as it experiments with various
TQM services they can provide to theirsmall- to mediumsized business clients. Her training comes from a number
of national and local resources, including university
business schools and continuing education courses. The
American Society of Quality Control, which has local
chapters in a number of areas, can be contacted at 1-800248-1946. "Some universities have their own Quality
Centers,"says Wilger,"a public library may have a quality
resource center, and the Chamber ofCommerce may also
have quality resource material.
"The one component of TQM we have selected for
particular emphasis is employee participation. We will
build models for management to use which will enhance
employee participation during strategic planning. We
would help management build ways to incorporate
employee participation into their planning processes. We
will also develop models for management to measure the
work performance goals which have come about through
individual employees' planning, showing management
how planning and appraisal can work together."
Other services that Workers Assistance Program will
offer to management seeking to create aquality-driven
work environment include team building, employee
relations,communications and problem-solving processes.
Workers Assistance Prggram seeks to have its working
models on line within six months to a year.
"The EAP — internal or external —can make a
significant contribution in helping management plan for
the implementation of TQM," says Wilger. "In large
companies, TQM consultants come in for a specified
period of training time and then leave the ongoing effort
to staff. In smaller businesses, there simply aren't the
human resources available to help maintain a coordinated
effort. But provision of ongoing assistance and an ear to
the ground to understand changing employee issues are
natural turf areas for the EAP. The EAP can help a
company avoid the pitfalls and find success, and help the
field extend its roots throughout the company."

The External View
When one heads up an external EAP which operates in
25 states, one sees a lot. Terry Cowan is Executive
Director of Workers Assistance Program, Inc.,
headquartered in Austin, Texas. With 65 full-time staff
and affiliate contractors numbering in the"high hundreds,"
Cowan is testing theTQM waters now,developing"simple,
straightforward elements and techniques" to help the
managementofsmall-tomedium-sizedbusinesses. Having
seen TQM fail at many companies, Cowan has been in a
position to witness employee response to the programs. In
many companies,he says, it is viewed as"a joke"and"a lot
of paperwork." Yet the pursuit of excellence today is no
longer a choice and companies are grappling with ways to
increase their productivity. The rewards ofTQM remain
the pot of gold at the end of many companies' rainbows.
"I would argue that any internal EAP should already be
involved in TQM and other human relations issues," says
Cowan,whofeelsinternalEAPshavean increasedsupervisory
role and reduced clinical involvement today,often referring
clients to external EAPs. "IfI were an internal EAP,I would
be at every[upper-management-level] meeting and making
myself integral to management decisions."
External EAP involvement in TQM has been limited
by contract boundaries; but Cowan acknowledges that it
is incumbenton external EAPs to be proactive in becoming
from industry, professional and trade associations, universities,
health care organizations and government agencies. Of the
seven categories,totalling 1,000 points,Customer Satisfaction
ranks first with 300 points, Quality Results second with 180
points,and Human Resource Utilization third with 150 points.

Quality Award Criteria
force to meet a company's quality and performance
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objectives.
Management of Process Quality. The effectiveness of
systems and processes for assuring the quality of products
and services.
Quality and Operational.Results. The improvement of
quality and operational performance, demonstrated
through quantitative measures.
Customer Focus and Satisfaction. The effectiveness of
systems to determine customer' requirements and
demonstrated success in meeting them.

Information for this article also came from Quality Or
Else:The Revolutionin World Business(Dobyns&CrawfordMason, 1991, Houghton Mifflin Company).
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rI'he Mending of Employee Assistance Programs
and Organization Development
£or High Performance in the 1.990s
by Sydney E. Martin, III, Lee I. Dogoloff and
Ronald J. Stupak
Organizational survival in the 1990s is in many ways largely dependent upon the effectiveness and adaptability ofits avorkforce.
A blending of the philosophies, techniques and values of Employee Assistance Programs and Organization Development can
comprehensively and efficiently address the range of challenges quality management and increasing workforce diversity have
brought to the work environment. This has been reconfigured into amini-paradigm.in the work ofthe Sydron Corporation. Rather
than looking in a "fractured flicker" way at the problems of individuals in the workplace, this more comprehensive approach is
designed to help social work and organizational consultant colleagues find a new and more effective way of looking at people in
organizations.

In

1990 there were an estimated 13,000 EAPs in the
United States. By that time, quality management
concepts including decentralized empowerment were
placing new emphasis on individual performance, while
Workforce 2000 trends projected an increasing scarcity of
skilled workers and a highly diverse workforce. These
factors combined to produce an organizational
environment in which: the health and effectiveness of
individual workers are the critical organizational
ingredients for high performance and increased
productivity; and the line worker is not only the deliverer
of services, but she or he is rapidly becoming the critical
source for organizational improvement, new service
opportunities and quality performance.
Despite their accumulated information and understanding
about the quality of the work environment in the course of
employees' work, a number of EAP professionals today are
basically mental health counselors whose services happen to
be initiated and paid through the workplace. They have
not taken the "maximum stretch" to become workplace
facilitators prepared to deal with the stressful interactions
between the worker, the group and the overall
organizational environment.
As the importance of healthy employees became more
apparent, EAPs were asked to broaden their scope from
alcoholism to include other forms of mental illness. More
recently, in response to the increasingly complex
workplace, EAPs have been asked to address an array of
issues including counseling on early retirement, stress
management, cut-back management, downsizing and
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relocation. While the growing list ofissues is increasingly
oriented towards the larger organizational experiences,
EAP interventions remain focused too narrowly on the
individualized mental health and emotional responses to
these organizationalfactors. The EAPfunction is isolated
from the mainstream of corporate policy and decision
making.
The EAP has addressed the individual employee's
response to the work situation and helps him/her adapt; it
has not systematically zeroed in on the sources of the
multifaceted problems. For example,what isfundamentally
causing the stress? Is the downsizing being handled in the
most effective manner, vis-a-vis individual needs,
motivation and understanding? Is retirement the answer?
Frequently the situation is the problem, rather than a
maladaptive response by an employee.
A truncated counseling strategy, addressing the
employee but not the environment, had been developed
by the social work community which usually advocates
the ecological model. As social workers we have said that
the "person in the environment" defines the entirety of a
problem situation. In effect,a continuum from individual
to situationalresponsibility(see Figure 1)will(and should)
trigger the most appropriate counseling strategy to bring
into play: for example,at the extremes of this continuum
are situations where a problem is individual or
environmental.
Interestingly, EAPs sell their services by claiming that
employee mental health issues cost the organization 25
percent of the troubled employee's productivity. It is

implicit in this observation that the organizational
environment permits employees to operate in non-

productive ways. Supervisors are encouraged to refer
ennployees with personal problems to the EAP, but what
happens when the problem is really an arganizarionally
bureaupathological performance problem?
Unless the problem is different from the work-oriented
problem that surfaced, the EAP cannot intervene. How
many other professional service organizations would try to
assess and treat only indirect problems and/or isolated
symptoms, while being denied the opportunity to address
the direct issues and/or underlying causes? Would a labor
relations attorney enter an organization in the hopes of
finding a labor problem which she or he would be
unqualified to deal with in all its various contextual
manifestations?
EAP-provided supervisory training assumes that
supervisors have been organizationally trained to identify
and intervene in work-based problems. However, in
reality this is rarely the case. From our perspectives, we see
little effort made to integrate EAP training with
organizational development and intervention training.
This historically has led to EAP professionals who are not
prepared to provide sophisticated work-related training.
The need for more comprehensive EAP interventions
is consistent with the growing relevance of the systems
perspective (see Figure 2). In a systems approach the key
input is employee effort. The input is then molded and
adapted by the environment(throughput)which produces
the,work result (output). A flawed, inferior output can
result from either inadequate input, misdirected
throughput, or a combination of both.

It does not matter where an intervention begins in an
open system context. Ultimately, by addressing problems
systematically and integratively, one can pursue the
potential sources of the problem through open 'systems
until the holistic entirety ofthe situation can unfold. This
strategic intervention focus follows on the reality that in
an open system all parts are interrelated. In a closed system
the linkages between the elements are blocked,.thereby
not allowing the self-correcting process to proceed. This
results in the growth ofisolated,honeycombed,fragmented
problems and, ultimately, collapse of the system itself.
Let's apply this to an EAP example: An employee
presenting with a problem arrives both as an individual
and as a representative of a system,.the employing
organization. If the employee is treated exclusively for
individual pathology and emotional coping skills, the
information about other elements ofthe problem gets lost
in the system. The work-related problems with which the
individual is dealing are left untreated. Consequently,
regardless of the employee's improved ability to handle
the situation, the opportunity for structural improvement
becomes lost.
A specific example of this situation might proceed in
the following way: An employee presents at the EAP with
a severe marital problem. The counselor in discussing the
problem finds that the employee's spouse is very unhappy
about both the hours the employee is spending at work
and the angry attitude that the employee. brings home
almost daily. The result has been a breakdown in the
marital relationship with a communication pattern that
alternates between arguments and silence. The employee
has increased his or her drinking in response to this stress
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and on occasion has come home well beyond the usual
time of arrival.
The traditional EAP would identify several therapeutic
issues: marital problems,stress management and growing
alcohol problem possible in this scenario. There is also
evidence ofanother kind ofproblem in this situation; that
is, the organizational problem that the employee is
confronting.
It could tum out that the employee's supervisor has not
been able to adjust to the delegation required of his or her
position. As a result, the supervisor alternates between
micro-managing allthe work,while,atother times,expecting
the employees in the group to perform unsupervised. Every
time the departmental goals are not reached the supervisor
blames it on the employees. The supervisor is particularly
rough on the subject employee because she or he is vocal
about his or her unhappiness with the inconsistencies ofthe
supervisor's management style.
If the supervisory problem is not addressed there will
likely be other employees who'will be seeking help,not to
mention the continued inability of the department to
reach its objectives. Also, even if the EAP is successful
with the individual employee,she or he will return to an
unacceptable situation, which may require him/her to
either adopt dysfunctional defenses or leave the company,
thereby creating unwanted turnover.
The trend in EAPcounselinghas been and willcontinue
to be fewer sessions. The brief therapy model, with its
requirementofaspecific objective and a directed approach
for a predetermined number of sessions, may well be the
order of the day. In this environment the EAP is not
designed to support an employee with the same problem
over an extended period of time. This places greater
emphasis on correctly assessing the source ofthe problem.
If the problem is work based, it is certainly more effective
and far less costly to systematically intervene in the work
problem than to provide segmented,one-on-one emotional
supportfor all ofthe employees required to operate within
the same, recurring impediment.
OD is an effort that is a planned intervention, which is
organization-wide in scope and bought into by top
management. It is a systematic process to increase an
organization's effectiveness and health through planned
interventions in the organization'sstructure and processes
using behavioralscience knowledge,techniques and styles.
It can be viewed as a prescription for a strategy of planned
organizational change— a specific kind of change that
focuses primarily on the human and social aspects of
organizations.
In short:
(1) OD interventions are distinctive in their nature;
they are reflexive, self-analytical, self-skill building, i.e.,
a collaborative action research model underlies most OD
interventions. The intent in most OD interventions is
that the client system becomes proficient in diagnosing
and solving its own problems —present and future — by
itself.
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(2)OD interventions assume that work-related groups
ofindividuals.and work-related intergroup configurations
are more important leverage points for change than are
others, and so assume that the organizational culture and
processes are strategic leverage points for effecting
organizational change.
(3)OD's primary objectives include creating an open,
problem-solving climate, supplementing the authority of
role .and status with the authority of knowledge and
competence,locating decision making and problem solving
as close to'information sources as possible, building trust
and collaboration, developing a reward system which
recognizes the organisational mission and the growth of
people as important, helping managers to manage
according to relevant objectives rather thanpast practices,
increasing self control and self direction within the
organization, increasing problem-solving capacity and
encouraging change in the organization's culture.
The EAP movement and the OD framework have
much in common, and yet, they seem to have been
moving in parallelfashion without much(ifany)systematic
integration. In fact, based on the continuum graph, it
seems as if these two intervention strategies have been
working the "opposite sides of the street," probably to the
detrimentofthe wellness and productivity oforganizations
going through the interrelated chaos of the 1990s.
We believe a model of blended EAP and OD
philosophies, techniques and values is best viewed as the
natural evolution of"good" and "effective" OD and EAP
theories and practices, since it incorporates the research
and techniques which have evolved in each field over the
past years. The model includes the significant theoretical
and practical contributions that policy-implementation
and evaluation methodologies have contributed to the
areas of organizational interventions. In addition, it
incorporates strategic, systematic process analysis and
human motivation theories under its umbrella. Being
attuned to both an organization's culture and the
employees' wellness provides a process intervention
framework within which the strengths ofEAP/OD can fit
together in an integrated manner.
This model is heavily grounded in the systems theory
view of holistic organizations and in the evolution of
organizational dynamics. At the same time,it grounds the
systems approach by combining it with a strong dose ofthe
therapeutic/counseling themes evolving out of the social
work school. Furthermore, it pulls it all together by
stressing the ecological approach where personal, group
and workplace issues are integrated. For some,this will be
revolutionary, while for others it will be a matter of a
natural, strategic evolution toward a more democratic,
productive,healthy and humanistic intervention method
for the organizational world of the 1990s.
Sydney E. Martin, III is Managing Partner, Sydron Corparadon; Lee
I. Dogoloff is Senior Vice President, Sydron Corporation; and Ronald J.
Stupakis ProfessorofPublicAdministradonandOrganixationalConsultant,
School of Public Administration, Washington Public Affairs Center,
University of Southern California, Partner, Sydron Corporation.

One EAP's Perspectiive
On Total Quality Management
by Robert T. Dorris, Jr., CEAP
o say that Total Ruality
Management has become a
part of American business
life just isn't factual! From the
Employee Assistance service
perspective it .leaves much to be
desired. When asked, most senior
management will always say they and
their organizations are committed to
TQM —and they emotionally mean
it!

The problem comes in their
willingness, ability and discipline to
effectively communicate it to line
management and the workforce. In
many cases,organizations espouse the
right jargon,but do nothing to orient
and retrain managementto effectively
implement the programs. Much talk
is made of improving quality by
empowering employees into
Workforce 2000, but their day-to-

day practice communicates it's
business as usual. Simply stated —
theirpolicies donot match their daily
operating procedures.

The results of this policy/practice
gap is confusion, mixed messages and
lots of stress in both line managers
and the rank-and-file employee.
Often the organization invests major
sums of money'to introduce the
concept to its workforce,then fails to
clearly define what total quality
management specifically means to
their organization, i.e.:
•Identification of what needs to
be improved.
•What areas(in order of priority)
need to be improved upon in terms of
the production environment.
•Who is involved in implementing the specific actions and
plans.

•What transfer of authority will
be given to line management and the
workforce to successfully implement
TQM.
What's the problem? It lies in:
(1) a lack of commitment on the
part of senior management to invest
sufficient time and resources to really
implement a TQM program;
(2) lack of follow-through in
developing specific methods to take
the global concept of TQM and
translate it into action plans designed
for their organization;
(3) reluctance to allow effective
transfer of authority; and most
important
(4) breaking management habits
of the past that are not compatible

with their TQM program.
In one organization, this EAP was
required to provide group and

individual crisis counseling to
supervisors involved in a TQM
project. The organization had been
around for years and had been run in
a "top down" directive management
style. Line managers had a great deal
of autonomy and operated
authoritatively.
The new General Manager gave a
directive to line managers that they
were going to a participatory style of
management and were to involve
their employees in the decisionmaking process. They were told to
empower their employees.
However, they were not trained
how to do it, nor were they given
time to make the transition. To
compound the problem, senior
managementforgot tofollow through
on their commitment to empower the
supervisors to make the changes in

their departments. Those
supervisors who
made an effort to
implement the
concept found
themselves
facing
irate
senior manage- Robert T. Dorris, lr.
ment still operating in the old mode. The stress this
generated was enormous.
The EAP can provide specific
training to both management and
employees on: (a) dealing with the
inherent changes TQM will produce;
(b) new methods of communicating
with each other; and (c) providing
checkpoints to validate the actions of
both so that credibility and integrity
developson both sides.Focusshould be
onhowtoeffectivelycommunicatethe
specific goals, and clarify the role the
employees will play and the rewards)
they will reap in the successful
achievement of the program.
Robert T. Dorris,,Jr. is President of
Robert T. Dorris ~ Associates Inc.,
Agoura Hills, California.

MAY IN THE
EXCHANGE
Healthcare
Has your EAP or the company/
companies you work with made any
changes in anticipation of reform? WhaYs
happening in your state which might have
an impact on your EAP? Share your
experiences, your optimism, your fears
about healthcare reform.
Call Beverly Foster at (703) 522-6272 or
fax (703) 522-4584 before March 15.
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by William Ostiguy, LEAP and John Greene, Ph.D.

The wholly volunteer Boston Fire-Metro Fire CISD team
— 12 Boston firefighters who receive monthly training and
medical direction from an area psychologist —has been in
operationforfive years. They have responded to more than 50
incidents and have treated more than 400 firefighters and
officers. The team is activated by the officer in command ofthe
incident.

psychologist and three volunteers
conduct the- debriefing — following
the October 25 incident,
approximately 35 firefighters
attended. No one is forced to speak
but everyone is encouraged to share
his or her thoughts and feelings.
CISD serves three main

was the night of October 25, 1993 when Chief
Daniele of the Newton, Massachusetts Fire
Department called Boston Fire Alarm requesting.an
emergency Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD)
team response.
Eleven injured Newton firefighters —three critically,
suffering severe burns while fighting a chemical fire at a
local industrial plant —would be taken to the nearest
hospital to be stabilized and then transferred to facilities
specializing in burn treatment. Seven firefighters would
remain in the hospital that evening with various degrees
of burns and injuries. Two would remain in critical
condition indefinitely.
A CISD team was on the scene within 20 minutes.
Two firefighters accompanied the injured firefighters to
the hospital and helped to calm family members. Two
district chiefs remained on the scene debriefing and
assisting firefighters who were forced to work on their
badly burned comrades. Research has shown firefighters
to be more susceptible to insidious and lingering effects of
stress related disorders. Debriefings have been found
to be particularly helpful following accidents where there
is:
• serious injury or death of a firefighter in the line of
duty;
• serious injury or death of infants or children;
• any loss oflife in which follows extraordinary and/or
prolonged expenditures of physical energy in the
rescue attempts; or
• incidents in which the circumstances are so unusual
or sights and sounds so distressing as to produce a
high level of immediate or delayed emotional

puT'poses:

It

reaction.

Soon after the initial response, a formal debriefing is
held for all personnel who were at the scene. The
18
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William Ostiguy

• encouragingfirefighters—who
are both helpers and victims at a fire scene — to
monitor and be aware oftheir own emotional reaction
to traumatic events;

• providing education about signs and symptoms of
stress-related problems to allow monitoring of their
own —and their colleagues' — mental state, which
can move through guilt, anxiety, sleeplessness and
appetite disturbance;
~ enhancing morale by creating a forum in which
firefighters realize that the thoughts and emotions
are shared by their colleagues and that they are not
alone.
There is growing recognition in the field of Fire
Science that the need for psychological protection from
trauma is as great as the need for proper physical

protection. Unlike civilians who experience one or two
traumatic incidents in their lives, firefighters, police,
hospital personnel, emergency management workers,
etc., must be prepared to deal with these events on a daily
basis."Getting over"the psychological effectsofa particular
incident is not enough for the professional emergency
worker; he or she must be prepared to deal with the same
degree of trauma on the next shift. Debriefings have a
significant impact on helping the individual maintain
the physical and emotional wellbeing which could
mean the difference between life and death...the next
time.
Lt. William Osdguy, CEAP, is with the Boston Fire Department; Dr.
John Greene is a Licensed Psychologist.

P~lBLIC POL.ICIr

Keeping Up...with Healthcare Reform
by Maureen Kerrigan, Esq., Director

of. Government Relations
hiscolumn hasprovideddetails
in the past few months on the
substance abuse and mental
health benefit in President Clinton's
healthcare reform bill (see January
Exchange) as well as provided
information on the impact to EAP
practice (see November/December
Exchange.) This month's column will
provide further analysis of what the
bill actually could mean.
The number one issue for the EAP
field istooffsetthedisincentives inthe
Clinton bill for employers to continue
worksite programs. The disincentive
exists because employers will make a
standardized contribution to an
employee's coverage that will be
determined in legislation and cannot
be reduced by any cost-savings
measures on the part of the employer.
Although employers can theoretically
opt out of the Clinton plan by
establishing their own corporate
alliance, the bill as it is written now
provides very little financial incentive
for an employer to do so.
Therefore, my lobbyingefforts have
been focused on amending the bill to
provide a premium discount for
employers with worksite programs
(EAPs as well as wellness programs)
u nderthe argumentthatthese programs
will save the system money and the
legislation will otherwise discourage
them. Alternatively, I will also be
looking into the feasibility of a tax
credit for employee assistance
programs, modeled after Senator John
Danforth's (Missouri) legislation
introduced years ago.
The behavioral health benefit
package included in the legislation
was reduced twice bythe White House
beforethefinal bill was introduced, in
response to cost concerns. Capitol
Hill has been disputing how the costs
were arrived at—oneofthe significant
problems has been how to determine
what the utilization will be if those

who did not have access to a benefit
before now would receive one. The
White House assumption of a 50
percent increase in utilization has been
heavily criticized by the substance
abuse community, underscoring the
necessity of lobbying from the field to
explain EAP issues.
Capitol Hill has also been asking
howtheClinton benefitcompareswith
what is currently available for most
Americans. Because managed care
restrictions may make a benefit more
inaccessible than it appears to be, this
has been a d ifficu It question to.answer.
If you are aware of any aggregate
information on the state of what is
currentlyavailable to mostAmericans,
please let me know.
Additional cost savings restrictions
may present even greater barriers to
accessthan the specific day limitations
or limitationson the numberofsessions
provided in the benefit. Specifically,
there are three very problematic issues:
(1) all outpatient substance abuse
treatment would be subject to a costsharing requirement, none of which
would count toward an individual's
annual out-of-pocket limitation;
(2) there is a level of case
managementforthe behavioral health
benefit that is an additional layer
beyond what is provided for other
health benefits;
(3) less restrictive forms of care,
such as outpatientvisits,can be traded
with inpatient days at up to a four- toone ratio, potentially skewing the
system by providing incentives for a
clinician to begin treatment atthe most
intensive level to prevent the benefit
from being"swapped away" intrading
with less restrictive days.
The legislation provides no
standards or criteria on how the case
management would be performed,
leaving it entirely up to the discretion
of a "healthcare professional"
designated by each healthcare plan.
Politically, this provision may have
been atrade-off in response to protests
from the insurance industry to lifting

the historical practice of lifetime caps.
We will be looking to amend the
bill to specifically allow CEAPs to
provide thiscase managementfunction
and to ensure adherence to quality
standards of practice.,
Many members of the substance
abuse community have criticized that
the benefit is merged inappropriately
with the mental health benefit, when
there are different qualifications for
the providers of mental health or
substance abuse services and different
treatment methodologies and systems.
The substance abuse portion of the
benefit has been estimated to cost a
fraction of the "merged" benefit, i.e.,
$48 of the $241 combined benefit
(this is the cost of the benefit for every
man, woman and child in the United
States — compared to the estimated
cost of$700for substance abuse alone
to every man,woman and chi Id). Some
believe thatthe substance abuse benefit
would fare better political ly on its own
since it is such a small portion of the
merged benefit.
The White House is pushing to sign
legislation before the November
elections. Today —and 1 emphasize
that 1 am talking about today, as this is
a verydynamicissue— thethinking in
Washington is that although the entire
bill (approximately 1400 pages) may
not be signed into law this year, more
than half of the contents of the
legislation will become law.
EAPA members of the Legislative
and Public Policy Network recently
received grassroots packages urging
them to visit, write or call their
legislator. If you are interested in
receiving a package, or need further
information, pleasefeel freetocall me
at 703/522-6272. I hope to see you at
EAPA's Fourth Annual Public Policy
Conference March 13-1 S at Loew's
L'Enfant Plaza Hotel in Washington,
D.C., where healthcare reform will be
discussed in detail and EAPA members
will have an opportunity to visit their
legislators to voice their concerns in
person.
C~
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An Association's Role in lobbying
by Maureen Kerrigan, Esq.
he level of interest, enthusiasm
and commitment ofchapters and
individual members to EAPA's
lobbying activities sometimes seems to
be increasing so rapidly, it is happening
almost daily. An issue as important as
healthcare reform has certainly helped
mobilize the field, as well as state
licensure laws usurping EAP practice
(for a review of state licensure laws as
well as other laws directly impacting
EAP practice, see the November/
December Exchange).
However, questions still remain for
some EAPA members about their own
role in lobbying. I cannot emphasize
enough how important it isfor legislators
to hear from their constituents, i.e., the
individuals who can vote them out of
office, about what is important to them.
Healthcare reform over the next year
will largely be determined on political
grounds. If a member of Congress does
not hear from his or her constituents
regarding the importance of worksite
programs or the need for mental health
and substance abuse coverage, one of
three things may happen:
• The member of Congress may not
consider the issues. The many
complexities of healthcare reform
require attention to a myriad of issues,
and the EAPA issues may never come to
the forefront of the agenda for the
particular member of Congress.
•The memberofCongress maythink
the issue is not important to his or her
voters.
•Constituentswith differentagendas
mayspeakmore loudly. Thememberof
Congress, attempting to respond to the
concerns of his or her constituents, may
then go with those positions he or she
hears most loudly. EAPA members are
the experts nn EAP issues. You can
expect that most members of Congress
will nothavesignificantexperiencewith
or understanding of EAP issues, and it is
EAPA's job to increase the visibility of
thefield. Yourhelpisverymuchneeded.
The,roleofanassociation inlobbying
20
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is to represent the
interest of the field,
CONNECTICUT CHAPTER
asdefined byofficial
association
1 ~~
position. EAPA
• !1550 C.IA('ION
defines its position
through
the
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROFESSIONALS ASSOCIATION
Legislative and
Public
Policy
Agenda approved
by the National
1-800 230 EAPA
558 Maple Avenue
Legislative and
Fax (203) 271-3575
Cheshire, CT 06410
Policy
Public
Committee and the
organizations, the message in lobbying
EAPA Board of Directors. These are the
for EAPA is the EAPA position.
positions that form the basis of EAPA's
Individuals may use the association to
advocacy efforts. The association can
speak for the field, but does not advocate
advocate for issues that are difficult for
for the views of any individual member
them to pursue themselves, due to
or organization. That is why this year's
positions on these issues taken by their
Public Policy Conference has as its
employers who may be less than
supportive of the EAP field.
theme: "Unity of Purpose."
The EAPA Connecticut Chapter
Use your association to ensure that
recently printed EAPA business cards
the EAP field is heard from, and that
for its members to use in their lobbying
healthcare reform enhances the EAP
efforts. The cards serve to clarify that
role and helps the clients EAPs serve.
althoughthe individualsworkforvarious.
i~

IT'S OUR FUTURE
EAPA Public Policy Conference
March 13 - 15, 1994
This year's legislative conference occurs smack in the middle of the
Congressional debate on healthcare reform. The time to have an impact on the
future of the EAP field is now — before legislation is enacted. Your voice is more
important than ever.
Speakers invited to date to the EAPA conference include:
Dr. Lee P. Brown, Director, Office of National Drug Control Policy;
• Congressman Jim McDermott (D-Wash), author of the popular single payer
alternative proposal for healthcare reform;
• Staff from the House Energy and Commerce Committee, where the EAPA
amendment on healthcare reform will be played out;
• Experts on the ERISA implications of reform,as well as those who will speculate
whether we will ever see a "corporate alliance."
To keep you up-to-date as of Exchange press time: I have included on the
agenda a representative from the White House Commission that recently endorsed
model state EAP legislation,to apprise us of the Commission's nextstep in pushing
the legislation in the states.
And,should the Department of Transportation release final alcohol testing rules
by March, where better to learn about them than at the EAPA Conference.
Plan to attend EAPA's Public Policy Conference. To register, see the following
page.

FAX TO EAPA AT 703-522-4585
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INTERNATIONAL REGION

Bermuda: Behind or Ahead of the
Times in Healthcare?
By Vaughn Mosher
here are few places on Earth
thataresimultaneouslysosmall
and so big. Bermuda has just
over 20square miles in total land mass
on its fishhook-shaped series of
connected islands located 700 miles
off the North Carolina shores. There
are fewer than 60,000 residents; yet, it
is a noble host to more than 500,000
visitors per year.
There are now more than 7,000
international companies with a
significant presence here and the
number grows each week. One
international CEO has said that major
Hong Kong-based companies could
move their assets and operations to
Bermuda overnight and never skip a
beat in the daily routine of doing
"business as usual". The accounting,
legal, banking and support industries
are
well
structured.
Telecommunication systems are first
class. The economy is very stable
without income tax and there is nearly
no unemployment.
Healthcare in Bermuda has been
managed by what some refer to as the
"best of both worlds." As the United
Kingdom's oldest sti I I-existing colony,
the provision of healthcare has had its
roots in the British national health
service model; yet, over the last 25
years, we have nutured and blended
commercial insurance and benefits
packages that would put some degree
of smile on the face of even the most
cynical entrepreneur.
Our general hospital boasts some
ofthe latesttechnologicaladvances in
medical and surgical equipment and
procedures, with an in-patient rate
averaging about $450 per day.
Healthcare for kids under 16 is free via
a public healthcare model and the
government picks up approximately
80 percent of the healthcare costs for
those over 65. Forthe ages in between,
there is a government HIP (Health
Insurance Plan)for basic coverage and
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on up to major medical for the largest
proportion of the population usually
splittingpremium payments50/50with
employer/employee. Universalaccess
applies in Bermuda.
Mental Health responses are
managed and coordinated within a
blend of community programs, the
psychiatric hospital,the prison system,
and the Health Department. It attends
to the widest ranging scope of
community need from issues in
geriatrics to testing all pre-school
children for possible learning
challenges.
Oneofourgreatestchallenges fends
itself in the chemical dependency
arena. Alcoholism has been around
for a long time in Bermuda but has
been approached more systematically
in only the last 15 years while drugs
other than alcohol have come on the
scene just within the last 20 years.
Recent efforts to address the substance
abuse issues have had some success,
yet Bermudians are becoming
increasingly alarmed atthe rising crime
rate and aggression associated with
drugs: aggression that does not fit with
Bermuda's gentle way of life.
In anticipation ofthethreatgrowing
worse in Bermuda and with the daily
horror stories being cabled in from the
United States astothe rising incidence
of drug-related atrocities, a major
Commission oflnquirywasestablished
with Canadian Dr. David Archibald
from the Addiction Research
Foundation heading up the efforts. By
1992, the Bermuda government
launched a bi-partisan effort to bring
on board all relevant sectors within
the economy to address the drug
challenge.
The National Drug Strategy was
formed as a set of task forces working
in tandem to bring achievable
recommendations tothe table. By late
1993, the best collective thinking of
Bermuda's brightest was transformed
into the Na[ional Drug Commission
which will haveextraordinaryauthority

for cutting across boundaries and red
tape in order to reach desired
outcomes. One top authority has said,
"if we can't accomplish it in this little
community, it can't be accomplished.
We have all the resources we need."
Both supply and demand will be
addressed.
EAP in itiatives have had a very brief
history in Bermuda. We started our
first contract in 1986 and by 1990,
nearly 50 percent of the country's

working population was covered for
the benefit. Even with a moderate
recession over the past few years,
employers have not relinquished their
EAP benefit. The concept and core
technology have been so effective that
the National Drug Commission is
looking to the Employee Assistance
Professionals to play a strategic role in
assessing appropriate levels of care
including referral abroad as needed,
integrati ng the best aspects of what the
Americans are calling Managed Care.
The private insurance companies
have been strategic in working with
the Commission and government to
allow their insureds access to the most
appropriate quality care abroad if the
care is not available in Bermuda. Very
likely, we will see a shared
"gatekeeping" function collectively
organized with the insurers, the EAP
Professionals, the Commission, and
the other "arms" of government.
Decision makers know that substance
abuse is a major thief of "the good
life." As one elected member of
Parlimentsaid,"Mostall ofuswantthe
same thing: security and good health
in our souls, in our homes, in our
economy, and in our world
community.
Sometimes it seems like we're just
beginning, but more and more lately,
it seems like we're almost there. ~~

WOMEN'S ISSUES

TQM and Women's Issues
by Linda Sturdivant, M.Ed., CEAP

management.
hange
Benchmarks. Re-engineering.
Customer focus. These
concepts are the language of Total
Quality Management(TQM) and the
employee assistance professional is
hearing this language more and more.
Some of usfeel a vague sense of unease
because of our unfamiliarity with the
concept. Some of us are very familiar
with TQM because of our active
involvementinourorganization. Some
of us see TQM as a management fad
that will just go away in time. EA
professionals are more familiar with
terms like "brief therapy," "critical
incident debriefing" and "supervisory
training."
What is TQM? Companies are
operating in a more competitive
environment. The old style of
management is no longerviable. TQM
is a process to move companies into
the 21 st centu ry. TQM views customer
satisfaction,increased productivityand
reduced costs and employee
empowerment as survival tools in a
competitive environment.
What does TQM have to do with
the Women's Issues Committee? We
have decided there are TQM concepts
that are transferrable to the function of
this committee. The committee is
reorganizing and this presents a time
where TQM concepts can be easily
adopted.

Customer Focus
The committee is in the process of
defining who our customers are. Of
course, female EAPA members
representoneofourcustomers. Female
clients seen by the EAP are customers.
New committee members are being
carefully chosen. The committee will
ultimately reflect the female EAPA
membership, in terms of professional
expertise, geographical location, etc.
Such representation will help us hear
concerns of a varied population.

Driven by Data
TQM is driven by data and not
opinions or perceptions. The
committee could identify issues and
projects to keep itself busy for the next
three years(theterm ofthe committee).
Instead, the committee will develop a
survey that will measure the present
level of customer satisfaction. The
survey will provide data on what our
customers see as priority objectives
and activities the committee should
address. The information will also
assist us in coordinating the program
for the EAPA National Conference in
Boston this year. The survey may also
provide trend information that can be
presented to the EAPA Board of
Directors. The committee also wants
to periodically measure customer
satisfaction with the initiatives chosen.

Reward &Recognition System
Continued motivation to perform a
level of excellence must be rewarded.
TQM sees reward and motivation as a
wayfor teamsto share personally when
objectives are met. Committee
members are volunteers and all are
busy with full-time positions. The
extra effort volunteers give must be
reinforced. The system will reward
creativity and innovation. Once a
system is worked. out, the Exchange
will keep you up to date on it.
We recognize TQM as a long-term
strategy for the Women's Issues
Committee. It is not a quick fix and
will not transform this committee
overnight.Wedo lookwith enthusiasm
to the effect TQM will have on this
committee.
(~

EAPA &THE EMPLOYEE
ASSISTANCE CERTIFICATION COMMISSION
announce

CEAP EXAMINATION DATES

1994
Exam Date:
Application Cut-offDate:
Exam Date:
Application Cut-offDate:

May 14, 1994
March 18, 1994
December 3, 1994
October 7, 1994

Eliglbllity Requirements: You must have three years full-time EAP
experience,or a minimum of 3,000 hours,over at least three years,of part-time
experience in EAP. The completed Exam Application must be postmarked no
later than the cut-off date.
Your experience in EAP must be from
Requirements Explanation: CEAP
examination eligibility requires on-the- direct employment, or internship, or
job EAP knowledge gained solely contracted responsibilities for performing
through EA experience—itisnotshared both EAP clinical and organizational
by or simply transferred from related consulting activities. You must show
duties, other professions or academic accountability for EAP operations at
credits.
specific organization(s).
for information, write
EAPA, Inc.•Attn: EACC•2101 Wilson Boulevard •Suite 500 •Arlington, VA 22201
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Small Business Subcommittee
Pioneering the New Frontier
by Kristine N. Brennan, CEAP
While it is estimated that 80 - 90
percent of the nation's largest
businesses have EAPs, only five to
eight percentofsmall businesses(those
with fewer than 100 employees) offer
similar programs. Yet these small
compan ies employ the majority of the
American workforce. These statistics
alone stand as testimony to the unmet
need.
EAPA, under President Sandra
Turner,established the Smal I Business
Subcommittee(a subcommittee ofthe
Consultant'sCommittee)in mid-1993.
EAPA's decision to provide leadership
and foster growth in the development
of EAPs in small business is not just
based on its awareness of this
underserved group. Many EAPs now

recognize that small businesses
represent the new frontier for EAPs.
With the large-company market
saturated and EAPs losing ground in
the many large companies that are
downsizing and destabilizing, small
companies are being held outas fertile,
untapped territory. However,reaching
these companies and serving them in
effective yet cost-efficient means can
prove difficult. EAPA's vision for the
Small Business Subcommittee isthat it
will serve as a funnel for information
and will bring ideasto EAPA regarding
what can be done on a national level.
Accepting the appointmentofChairperson of the Small Business
Subcommittee, I was quite aware of
the formidable effort that would be
required. To meet this challenge, I felt
it was imperative to put together a just-

Professional Publications
AN EMERGING PARADIGM
Diversity in the Workplace: EAP Strategies
$15 Members

$25 Nonmembers
Order by mail with prepayment or purchase order
Order by telephone with one of the credit cards below
In onevolume:•18 perspectives on issues
of a changing workforce and their
implicationsfor EAPs•EAP practitioners
describe the role of the EAP in addressing
cultural diversity • A comprehensive
bibliography on ethnic/cultural
publications.
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as-formidable
group of people
to serve as the
"inaugural"
members of this
~" ~^~
subcommittee.
Among my goals
~ °"''
in this selection ~'
process was to
d e fl t I f y

Kristine N. Brennan

individuals with demonstrated
knowledge and experience in serving
small businesses,and to have regional,
rural and urban representation. For
functional reasons, I also felt it was
important to keep the initial size ofthis
subcommittee relatively small. The
subcommittee members are:
•Kristine Brennan, MS, CEAP,
Chairperson
• Miriam Aaron, MPA., RN, CEAP
• Richard Bickerton, MA,CEAP
• John Canavan, LCSW, CEAP
• Deborah Carr, MS, RN, CEAP
• Elena Brown Carr, MA, CEAP
• B.R.(Bob) Challenger, CEAP
• Joan Clark, CSW,CEAP
• Thomas Delaney, MSW, MPA,
CEAP
• Susan Swan-Grainger, MA, MS,
CEAP
• Mary Joyce Pruden, MA,CEAP
• Gaylon (Red) Roe, CEAP
• Dan Smith, LEAP, Chairperson,
Consultants Committee
• Jimmie Wooding, MS, CEAP
am very pleased with the number
of individuals who have expressed an
interest in becoming involved with the
subcommittee. This attests to•the need
for this effort and the high level of
desire among EAPA members to
network about small business EAPs.
The firstformal meeting ofthe Small
Business Subcommittee was held at
the Eastern/Mid-Atlantic District
Conference in Williamsburg, VA in
July 1993. The goal of this meeting
was to brainstorm possible areas of
focus. Anyone interested in small
business EAPs was invited to attend. A
continued on pg. 27

ON THE LABOR FRONT

IAMAW District Lodge 141 EAP

Geared to Help

The

plane pulls up, you get on,
you take off, you reach your
destination, get your baggage
and you're on your way — thanks in
part to the International Association of
Machinists and Aerospace Workers
(IAMAW), which has a few more
members than does EAPA.
They're in the railroad,airtransport,
automotive, aerospace industries and
more. In air transport, we see union
members in dispatch, providing
technical assistanceworkingwith flight
crews on weight and balance, fuel,
alternate fuel and destination
considerations, and interpretation of
complex weather data. Others are the
mechanics, whose job it is to give the
aircraft a clean bill of health before
each flight. Both are critical areas to
airtransport,andthedecisionsofthese
men and women affect you r safety and
experience aboard the aircraft, as wel
asthewearand tearon an aircraft itself
during any given trip. Still other
IAMAW air transport employees work
ramp and stores, which includes
loading, unloading and transporting
baggage and mail freight, and keeping
supplieson hand wh ich may be needed
for last-minute repairs.
Even when everyone is at peak
performance in his or herjob, problems
can arise. But ifsomeone is not at peak
performance, it can spell trouble,
serious trouble. The International
Association of Machinist and
Aerospace Workers is divided into
many districts. District 141 Machinist
Union maintains a cooperative and
joint EAP effort with United Airlines,
USAir, Hawaiian Airlines and fueling
and flight service companies. District
141 isfurtherbrokendownintolodges.
According to Regis G. Wasiecko,
CEAP, Director, District 141 EAP, the
lodges exist "any place where there
are members." District 141's EAP is
virtually all volunteer, with programs
led by 82 trained coordinators.
It began in the 1960s, when the
union in San Francisco noted that a
number of members were getting

themselves fired from United Airlines
for attendance reasons. Many people
close to these discharges were certain
these folks had alcohol problems. Lou
Schroeder, president of local lodge
1781 in San Francisco,and Bill Combs
went to management to see if these
workerscould be helped. Ifthe worker
could "clean up his or her act," would
management consider rehearing their
cases? "The union found support
among the United doctors and upper
management,"saysWasiecko. District
141, with a grant from the state of
California, pioneered a program to
train union members to establish
alcohol programs. The benefits of
union involvement in programs
affecting union members were easy to
see.
In the 1970s and early 1980s,major
airlines were starting employee
assistance programs. Because of the
work already done by District 141,
establishing joint programs seemed
the natural thing to do. Working
together, the union, management and
EAP personnel would each bring an
area of expertise to these new
programs.
"Labor would get the person to the
EAP office," says Wasiecko,"to begin
the process of assessment, referral,
treatment." Labor would be there for
each phase. In addition, labor would
be a powerful asset to follow-up, a
crucial part of a successful program.
The union coordinator would be on
guard for signs of relapse and act as
liaison with the EAP to determine a
course ofaction.The union coordinator
wou Id be avai table to accompany the
employee to AA meetings.
Denial of a problem? "Difficult in
this situation," says Wasiecko,"as the
union has access to all disciplinary
files. The union EAP also provides
rules for the coordinators to follow,
e.g., if a coordinator is faced with a
situation that he is not qualified to
address, the coordinator has been
trained to get the individual to an
emergency room.

The union
EAP worked for
two years on a
standardized

f (,"~

coordinator
manual,
~'~
presenting it at
~ ~J
the
1993 '~ '.
~,
w~' u
conference in
~=
Regis Wasiecko
May. "The goal
is to make the program accountable,
focused and sensitive to the needs of
others andtheirenvironmentswhileat
the same time recognizing our
limitations," says Wasiecko.
District Lodge 141 gave testimony

at a public hearing before aDoT/FAA
Panel of Agency lawyers and
representatives against random alcohol
breath testing, stating that the present
programs are more than sufficient to
monitor employee behavior and
represent a better methodology to
accomplish alcohol deterrence.
"Ken Thiede[President, District 141
and General Chairman, IAMAW]

deservesa lot ofcred it,"says Wasiecko,
"for helping this program to thrive.
Ken has been most supportive and
interested in seeingthatthiscontinues
to work."
The task before the union EAP
Coordinators became more profound
with the entrance of managed care,
HMOs and primary physicians, and
the DoT/FAA random drug-testing
program. But their efforts endure.
Early in 1993 the USAir EAP took
advantage of an opportunity to
introduce the EAP to the Stations
maintenance managers; since that
time,the EAP has been receiving calls
for assistance from supervisors around
the system.
To assist those who test "positive"
in the DoT/FAA random drug-testing
program, United Airlines offers a onetimeopportunity for rehabilitation. In
addition to treatment, the "positive"
employees participate in monthly
monitoring meetingswith a union EAP
Coordinator and the United medical
review officer.
~
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Update on CEAP Certification

The LEAP Has F-leld Its Value
by Phil Flench, CEAP, Director of
Certification

o those candidates who qualify
to take and pass the Certified
Assistance
Employee
Professional (CEAP) examination to
be given this May 14,1994: You will
be joining a group of professionals
who enjoy the work they do,and are
proud of their certification.
Many of the CEAPs who recently
responded to an EACC survey given to
all recertifying CEAPs indicated that
even though they may be certified in
other professions as well, the CEAP
has held its value and remains an
important credential to maintain.
For example, a December, 1993
recertifying CEAP recently wrote, "1
am a proud holder of the CEAP since
1988. The certification as an EAP has
widened my professional practice,
research,lecturingandpersonalstudy.
It's a distinction and honor to reapply
for five years (by PDHs]."
Another CEAP writes, "1 chose to
recertify because 1 have been active in
EAP work since 1975. 1 will continue
to provide EAP services for the
foreseeable future.
The EAP
professionalis needed more todaythan
at any time in our country's history."
Recertification through retakingthe
examination is requested by a CEAP
who cannot earn the requisite number
of PDHs during his or her certification
period. You prove your continued
professional competence when you
retake the exam, because your test
includes current topics of importance
and relevance to EAP practice today.
If you ever need to retake the
examination, be sure to apply during
the last year of your certification and
mail your application before the exam
cut-off dates; take the May exam if
your CEAP expires in May, or the
December exam if your CEAP expires
in November or December.
A CSW,CEAP wrote recently, "1am
very committed to the EAP field and
am proud to have my CEAP. Since 1
26
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am the sole proprietor ofmy own EAP
and have two young children, l did not
have the time to take the PDHs nor
could 1 afford the time away from
work. 1 will be glad to take the exam
again to be recertified."
Please feel free to write to the EACC
with any comments you may have
about being a CEAP or your obligations
as a CEAP.
Atthe)anuary meeting ofthe EACC,
the Commission spent a full day-anda-half with the director of the
Professional Testing Corporation(PTC),
Dr. Sallyann Henry, reviewing and
approving the next two CEAP
examinations for 1994. This lengthy
and tedious review process for the
CEAP credential is partofthe accepted
psychometricprinciplesapplied inthe
administration of a professional
competency examination which
maintains its currency in relation to
professional practice.
The EACC also set an ambitious
agenda for 1994 and beyond. The
Commission will prepare a full report
on the long-term planning
requirements ofthe EACCforthe EAPA

Board meeting in March. This
represents a highly organized and
business-like approach to the
continued development of the CEAP
credential and for the efficient and
effective operation of the Commission
in the years to come.
Developments of the EACC will
be communicated widely and in detail
to EAPA members and chapters, as
well as non-member CEAPs, in the
months that follow. A few anticipated
developments include the continued
exploration of the benefits of
developingan academic requirement;
a survey of businesses that may want
to encourage their EAP professionals
to beCEAPs;and,the pursuitofvarious
options which gain recognition of the
CEAP and position the credential
favorably for possible state or
provincial legislative activities.
Input from the field will be
requested through the Exchange and
other means beginning next month.
Any questions about these
developments may be directed to the
Director of Certification at the EAPA/
EACC office in Arlington, VA.
~

The Employee Assistance Certification Commission. Front row,from left: Elizabeth Thorpe, Walter
Reichman, Carmen Abbott, Michael L. Benjamin, EAPA C.O.O. Second row, from left: Richard
Bollaert, Diane Mcllwain, Paul Hufnagle, Victoria O'Donnell, Phil Flench, EAPA Director of
Certification. Third row, from left: Dan Ansel, Celina Pagani-Tousignant, Jim Martin, Cynthia
Sulaski, John Burke, EACC Chairperson.

CONFERENCES
AND WORKSHOPS

EACC-Approved Conferences
and Workshops
Rutgers University Center of
Alcohol Studies, May 5 in Piscataway,
NJ: "Alcohol in American Society," 6
hrs.; May 12, "Cult Phenomena in
Recovery," 6 hrs.; contact Gail
Milgram, 908-932-4317.
Mediplex Group, May 6 in NY:
"Methadone Maintenance —Where
Are We Today?," 2 hrs.; contact Bob
Anderson, 516-582-9883.
Houston Chapter EAPA, May 10 in
Houston,TX:"Cultural Diversity," 1.5
hrs.;contactJim Ezrow,713-567-6400.
University of Connecticut Medical
School, May 20 in Farmington, CT:
"New Approaches to Panic &
Generalized Anxiety Disorders," 5.5
hrs.;contact Dorothy Kagan or Marlene
Gavens, 203-679-3789.
Northern Ohio EAPAChapter,May
20 in Cleveland, OH: "Safety and
EAPs," 2 hrs.; contact Joseph
Calucchia, 216-429-7434.

Other Conferences and
Workshops
The EAP Institute, April 14 and 21

in Waterford,Ireland,"Managing Poor
Performance —The EAP Response,"
call Margaret Bible, 051-55733, Int.
+353-51-55733; fax 051-76322, Int.
+353-51-76322.
Medical Outcomes Research
Conference IV; May 12 and 13,
Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Sponsored by Faulkner &Gray's
Healthcare Information Center, the
conference highlights the successful
applications of outcomes and
guidelines, and addresses the role
outcomes will play in healthcare
reform; the impact the first six federal
guidelines have made in the "real
world"; how physicians are using
guidelines as an afffirmative defense
in malpractice suits; and how payers
are leading the way to develop mental
health treatment guidelines to contain
costs. Call 1-800-535-8403.

EAPA Illinois Chapter 15th Annual
Conference, May 20 at Arlington
Hilton, Arlington Heights, IL. The
theme is "Re-Engineering EAPs" and
Co-Chairsforthe conference are Steven
M. Haught and Gary Cohen. The cost
is $90 for EAPA members/students,
$105 for nonmembers. Contact the
Illinois Chapter EAPA administrative
office at 312-645-0083.
The Eighth National Conference
on Gambling Behavior, July 28 - 30,
Seattle Hilton, WA, hosted by the
Wash i ngton State Cou nci I on Problem
Gambling; contact 212-765-3833.
The Summer Institute ofAddictions
Studies, July 31 - August 5,Ohio State
University,Columbus,OH,sponsored
by OSU Faculty &Staff Assistance
Program in collaboration with the
National Council on Alcoholism and
Drug Dependence/Ohio; contact
Linda Stoer-Scaggs,614-292-4000,fax
614-293-4446.
Innovative Partnerships in Recovery:
The Diverse Deaf Experience,
November 3 - 5, 1994, Overland Park,
KA;co-sponsored by National Academy
at Gallaudet University and the
Minnesota Chemical Dependency
Program for Deaf and Hard of
Hearing Individuals. For proposal
submission and/or attendance
information, call: Thomas Kober,

Gallaudet University,202-651-5096(V/
TTY); Deb Guthmann/Kathy Sandberg,
MCDPDHHI,1-800-282-3323(V~fY).
I~
The International Institute on
the
Prevention and Treatment of
Alcoholism and Drug
Dependence
Prague, Czech Republic
June 5 - 11, 1994
Presented by the
International Council on
Alcohol and Addictions (ICAA)
an organization sponsored by
The World Health
Organization
The 1994 institute is the 38th
conference on alcoholism and the
21st on drug dependence. For
information, contact Joanne Pilat
at(312) 230-6244.
For inclusion in the Exchange,
conferences and workshop listings
must reach the editor two months
prior to the cover date. The
Exchange lists conferences
beginning with the month
following the cover date.

Small Business Subcommittee continued from pg. 24
listof 13 areas of potential development
to developing strategies that strongly
was generated.
interface with the membership. Such
The subcommittee is now in the
channelswould includecollaborating
process of defining itself by writing its
with other EAPA committees and EAPA
mission statement, and prioritizing its
chapters.
top two to three goals and objectives
believe the work of this
for its initial work. Having held a
subcommittee can helpbetterorganize
conference call and a second open
our efforts at meeting the needs of
meeting during EAPA's 22nd Annual
small businesses and organizations of
Conference in Anaheim, it is well on
EAPs interested in serving there. Feel
its way to completing this phase of the
free to direct any comments or
process. When finalized, we plan to
questions to me (402) 476-0186 or
report our decision to EAPA and its
any other member of this submembership. Though we have yet to
committee.
finalizeour.agenda,weare committed
C~
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REGIONS AND CHAPTERS

New Jersey Chapter Honors Roy K. Hunter
At its December meeting, the New
Jersey Chapter bestowed its highest
award,the Distingu fished ServiceAward,
on Roy K. Hunter,MSM,CAC,NCADC,
CEAP. According to Chapter President
Ed Jackson,"Roy personifies the criteria
we use to select ouraward-winner. His
years of dedicated service at AT&T and
in his private practice have been
recognized by many." Jackson noted
that Hunter has most recently been
honored by the National Council for
Drug Addiction for his work in the
Warren County area.
Hunter's career began in the U.S.
Air Force in 1956, where he provided
communications for NATO Forces in
Germany and served as NCOIC of the
Relay Site. In 1961 he entered
employment with AT&T, an
assignment which began in marketing
and would take him overthe course of
28 years from Washington, D.C. to
Bedminster, New Jersey. It was in
1979 that Hunter became Manager of
the Employee Assistance Program at
AT&T headquarters in Bedminster.
While there, he developed and
implemented a number of programs,
including a Continuing Recovery
Program, continuing training and
education programs for all levels of
management and non-management
employees,and administrative studies
on
policy
and
procedure
improvements.
In 1989 he left AT&T to become a
consultant and trainer and begin a
private practice as a therapist. In 1991
he also became Special Consultant to
Warren Hospital Alcohol Drug
Rehabilitation Center. He became a
Certified Alcohol Counselor for the
State of New)ersey in 1982 and earned
his CEAP credential in 1987. Thirtytwo years after his career beginning,
Hunterearned his MSM in 1988 in the
Masters Program on Management of
Substance Abuse Services, at Lesley
College Graduate School in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. In 1992
he became a Nationally Certified
Alcohol and Drug Counelor.
28
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This background and commitment
to the field as evidenced by continual
training and his help in furthering the
EAP field through his program
development at AT&T and beyond
lends credence to the award given by
the New Jersey EAPA Chapter in
December. The criteria for th is award
are: a dedicated and committed
individual in NewJersey who has high
visibility in the field ofalcoholism and
employee assistance; an individual
who has made an outstanding
contribution to the alcoholism field
and employee assistance programming; an individual who has
demonstrated leadership qualities in
furthering the employee assistance
movement; a member of EAPA/
ALMACA in good standing; and an
individual who worked in the
employee assistance
field for more than ten
years.
Hunter lives in
Phillipsburg, NewJersey,
with Jackie, his wife.
Hobbies listed on his
resume
include
"Personal Growth." It
seems he has mastered
that one.

Gale felt the desert setting, at Valley
Hope's Wranglers Roost, provided a
way to "avoid the rush to return to the
office and a relaxed environment to
help us review and. create more
effectively." EARA hopes to make the
strategic planning retreat an annual
event.

Illinois Conference #15
Neil A. Stapleton, Co-Chair of the
EAPA Illinois Chapter Publicity
Committee, announces the Chapter's
15th Annual Conference, "ReEngineering EAPs," to take place May
20 at the Arlington Hilton, Arington
Heights, Illinois. Co-Chairs for the
Conference are Steven M. Haught and
Gary Cohen. (See Conferences and
Workshops, page 27).
~cl~

EARA Retreats,

Strategically
Employee Assistance
Resources of Arizona,
along with Bob Mines,
EAPA Western Regional
Representative, held a
strategic planning retreat
in January. Elaine Sutton,
who has a masters degree
in counseling and has
completed
two
internships in Employee
Assistance offices,led the
day-long session, which
wasfollowed,according
to Joan Gale, EARA
President, by an hour of
hiking "in our beautiful
desert north ofPhoen ix."

New Jersey Chapter President Ed Jackson (left) with Roy Hunter.

EAP Response i n L.A.
"Not Just Another Quake"
by Marcus Dayhoff, MA, CEAP,
Senior CounselorforREACH Ernployee
Assistance Program.
"It was the most terrible thing I've
witnessedlivingherefor20years: people
screaming, transformers blowing." "It
was awful -- I can't bear to sleep at
night." "One more aftershock and I'm
going to lose it." "It's so hard to work
with all of this distraction." "This was
not just another quake!"
These statements were just some of
the responses that employees
expressed to us during our stress
debriefing groups in January.
Employees al I over Southern California
are still picking up the pieces after one
ofCaliforn ia's worstquakes i n decades.
As EAPs, our response was one of
immediate action. We sought to meet
the needs ofourcompanies by helping
employees adjust to aftermath trauma
and to coming back to work.
Reaching Management
Reaching management on various
levels was of primary importance in
strategizing how to effectively meet
the needs within the company. The
following steps were taken:
•Stress debriefing groups,separate
from their employees, helped
managers processtheirown emotional
reactions and to prepare them for the
common and uncommon emotional
responses from their employees.
• Educational materials were
handed out to help them understand
common psychological reactions and
to reemphasize how the EAP can help
them and their employees through this
stressful time.
• Important issues were discussed
such as: howthecompanycan respond
to employees' physical and emotional
needs; the possible decline in job
performance and how to be sensitive
to any additional need of support; and
ways to update employees on current
changes within the company.
• Assurance was given that the EAP
is wi I I i ng to support management needs
as requested.

Reaching Employees
Aswith anydisaster,itwas important
to reach employees assoon as possible
to prevent longer-lasting emotional
problems and a continued decline in
productivity. With this goal, we:
• Set up stress debriefing groups
throughouttheweekand atlowedtime
for individual sessions to follow.
• Gave out educational materials
to employees and their families on
common psychological reactions, as
well as a list of community resources
providing psychological, financial,
housing and legal needs assistance.
• Assured them of the EAP's
availability to assist and to carry any
concerns back to management.
Reaching EAPs
Trauma counseling is one of the
mostcritical and challenging roles EAPs
have. Thus, it is important to support
oneanother in ourown debriefingand
withothertypesofassistance. Someof
our staff took these steps:
• Daily phone calls to check in.
• Arranged lunch with other EAPs
once a week.
•Contacted local chapter members.
• Made time for physical exercise.
• Fantasized about moving to
Hawaii at least once a day.
Personal Observations
• Rapport with management and
unions will expedite the response.
• A crisis such as this will make or
break your credibility as an EAP;
prepare for and seize the opportunity.
• Employees of varying cultural
backgrounds experience stress
differently; meetingthesespecial needs
is important.
• Building relationships is at the
foreground of the rebuilding process.
The fruits of our work under stressful
conditions are endless, but EAPs must
be in the forefront in dealing with
disasters.
REACH, an affiliate of UniHealthAmerica, has offices throughout
Southern California. The April
Exchange will bring more earthquakerelated skories from California.
C~

• FAST
• ACCURATE
• INEXPENSIVE
• CONVENIENT
For Information Call

1-800-726-0526
MANAGEMENT TRAINING FOR
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

THE
DRYDEN
FILE It
MCMLXXXVIII Motivision, Ltd.

UPDATED WITH NEW FACES, NEW
SETTINGS AND A NEW ENDING.

24 Minutes
Available on 16mm Color Film
and Video Tape (all formats).
Previews $25 U.S.
Deductible Upon Purchase
Purchase Pnce $495 U.S.
Plus Shipping

Mo~ivision. Ltd.
2 Beechwood Road
Hartsdale. N Y. 10530
Call (914) 684.0110

ALSO ASK FOR A COURTESY PREVIEW OF
"EAP-AT YOUR SERVICE!" TO ENCOURAGE
SELF-REFERRALS. LENGTH: 8 MINUTES.
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JOB [SANK USA is the first and foremost ALL PURPOSE employment resource in the USA.
It is astate-of-the-art computerized data base of prospective employees in ALL technical and
professional fields, atALL skill and management levels, across ALL industries, and in ALL regions
of the country. This broad range of coverage means that employers can use JOB BANK USA to
satisfy virtually all of their recruiting needs:
JOB BANK USA's clients range from some of the world's largest corporations to regional and
local firms:They turn to JOB BANK USA to fill some of their best and most important jobs. Many
of these positions are never advertised in newspapers or magazines and are often filled exclusively
from those individuals enrolled in the JOB BANK USA data base.
Here's what you receive when you enroll in JOB BANK
USA:
1 Conversion of your work history and employment credentials into a personalized electronic career record;
1 storage and maintenance of your electronic career record
in the JOB BANK USA data base for one full year;
1 Atoll-free telephone number for updates and changes to
your electronic career record anytime during the year;
1 UnlimitedreferralstoJOBBANKUSAclientswithemployment opportunities for which you are qualified;

The absolute guarantee that JOB BANK USA will not
release your resume to a prospective employer without
your approval in advance;
Quarterly issues of CareerPLUS, JOB BANK USA's
authoritative newsletter about the job market and the
latest job- search techniques; and
The Career ResourcesCatalog,with exclusive discounts
on publications, services and other resources for effective career management.
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Employee Assistance Professionals Association
2101 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 500
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